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English Dictionary Wordnet                              ZGroup Mobile

English Dictionary Wordnet 3.0

ColorDict English DictData

• It does not take space in the phone storage. This app will be uninstalled after copying data to 
the SD card.

• English wordnet data file.

• Install 'ColorDict' application to use this english dictionary.

• Free English Dictionary

Screenshots:
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Entertain Me                               ZGroup Mobile

-Ranked 7th in Entertainment in ADC 2

-US & Canada only

Get a life ! Find events around you and plan an eve with friends. The application allows you to 
collaborate with friends for events, track their acceptance and purchase ticket. The application 
gets best priced tickets from various sellers and put them together for you

Screenshots:
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Executive Assistant                               ZGroup Mobile

Preview: email, SMS (+popup & reply +Google Voice), missed calls, agenda, tasks (Astrid, Got 
To Do, GTasks, ToDo), Reader, Facebook, Twitter.

Using: Lock/Welcome Screen or Home Screen Widget. Custom color & transparency.

Screenshots:
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Fling Tap                               ZGroup Mobile

Unlocks Organizer features in "FlingTap Done"

Features:

* Add Labels to tasks and use labels in filters

* Archive saves completed tasks without cluttering your main task list

Install and watch video to see how it works

Screenshots:
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Foxy Ring                               ZGroup Mobile

Never have your ringtone going off too loud, at the wrong place or during your well-deserved 
sleep.

FoxyRing periodically auto-adjusts your volume settings based on the ambient background 
noise.

Screenshots:
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Geo Notes                               ZGroup Mobile

You have no idea where you left the car? With GeoNotes no longer have that problem.

GeoNotes is an application for Android phones with which you can store notes and 
geopositioning to have them always located on the map.

In one application, an organizer for your notes and a locator for them.

Screenshots:
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Gigbox                               ZGroup Mobile

Never miss another concert with Gigbox!

Find gigs based on your location, favorite artists, or venues.

Use the watchlist to get notifications when artists play near you.

In Gigbox Live, you can chat, rate, and upload photos during a live gig.

Screenshots:
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Grooveshark                               ZGroup Mobile

Grooveshark gives you access to millions of songs, streamed right to your phone. Search for the 
songs you want, save playlists, and Favorite the tunes you love. The app requires a $9/month 
Grooveshark Anywhere subscription for full access, but includes a hassle-free trial.

Screenshots:
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Hoccer                               ZGroup Mobile

Share your pictures, music, contacts, bookmarks, messages and arbitrary files with simple 
gestures like dragging or throw n' catch to near by recipients. No setup, no user accounts!

Transmit things you have on your phone instantly to other Androids, iPhones or our Web Client.

Screenshots:
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How Cast                               ZGroup Mobile

Howcast for Android shows you fun, useful how-to videos wherever you are — when you’re out 
and about or just too lazy to get to your computer. Next time you’re on the go with your Android 
phone, watch and learn How To Jump Start Your Car, How To Pick a Lock, How To Make a 
Mojito or just about anything — all with Howcast.

Screenshots:
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ILomo                               ZGroup Mobile

This is a powerful tool for the camera, the software can not only support multi-camera feature-
rich, you can also support network blog, Web Albums.

Screenshots:
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In Trouble                               ZGroup Mobile

The InTrouble is your personal security guard.

It will always keep track of you.

By simply shaking your phone it will immediately notify nominated people when you are in 
trouble.

No more worries which number to dial or whom to call in an emergency.

Screenshots:
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Locale Ping FM PlugIn Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

With the Ping.fm Plug-In you can post to or set the status of all your social networks like Twitter 
MySpace Facebook Brightkite Google Talk AIM Wordpress Blogger automatically based on 
conditions like Location. http://ping.fm/ account and the App Locale or Tasker required.

Screenshots:
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LuciD                               ZGroup Mobile

LuciD is a revolutionary mobile messenger that connects iPhones, Blackberrys, iPods, and 
Android phones together. You are able to have chat conversations with multiple people, update 
your status, search for friends, send emoticons, and best of all its FREE even if you are 
messaging overseas!

Screenshots:
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Maverick                               ZGroup Mobile

Off-road GPS navigator with OSM, Google and Bing maps. Support for offline maps. Build-in 
compass, timer and trip computer. Save and navigate to waypoints. Share your current or 
planned location. Record and upload tracks to GPSies.com.

Screenshots:
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Microjam                               ZGroup Mobile

ADC Finalist loop based music sequencer/remixer.

Preview loops in the sample bank, then sequence them in the step sequencer; Easy!

Create multiple 'Scenes' to produce a full song.

Screenshots:
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Mid Nite Movie                               ZGroup Mobile

_Get midNiteMovie and start browsing localized movies, trailers, showtimes and theaters.

_Buy movie ticket right on your phone.

_No need to obtain a printed ticket. Ignore the box office line, walk straight to the check-in gate 
and show your phone with a ticket barcode display on your phone.

Screenshots:
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Mobi Professor                               ZGroup Mobile

What's New

- Register publisher accounts.

- Full highlight support for import from Google Docs to Notebook.

Download courses for a variety of subjects. Create & publish your own courses, utilizing Google 
Docs to import content.

Screenshots:
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Movue                               ZGroup Mobile

Movue enhances your vision by transforming your phone into an augmented reality device. 
Focus your world by choosing categories you care about. No more struggling with maps, just 
point your phone around to assess your surroundings, select what you want, and proceed to 
discover ratings, reviews, and more! 

Screenshots:
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Musik Cube                               ZGroup Mobile

IMPORTANT: Upgrade your server.

Version 1.0.9: Fixed playback problem.

musikCube stream your own music from a small server that installs on you home computer. 
There is also a experimental "workout mode" that selects music with the same pace that the 
phone moves in. 

Screenshots:
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My Backup Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

Supports All Android Phones

(G2, Galaxy S, Droid X, Desire, Eris, Hero, etc)

Backup (schedule option) to our online secure servers, or SD card, your Apps, Contacts, Call 
log, Bookmarks, SMS\MMS, Calendar, Settings, Home Shortcuts, Alarms, Dictionary, Music 
Playlists, and more.

Restore on existing\new phone.

Screenshots:
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News Room                               ZGroup Mobile

Problems? Visit http://bit.ly/6zbfju so we can fix them! (Launch FC fixed in v1.9)

Get the full article when other readers only give you previews. No other RSS app will give you 
better content. Post questions at http://support.trileet.com.

NewsRoom is awesome at conserving battery life, see how: http://bit.ly/savebattery

Screenshots:
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Phone Book Sharing                               ZGroup Mobile

Phonebook is a new Address Book. It comes with a new user interface, a landscape view, a 
unified communication inbox (calls and sms), statistics, set as default, birthday in notification 
bar, search contacts, group management.

T-Mobile recommends Phonebook.

Screenshots:
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Photo Burst                               ZGroup Mobile

This is the license file. Requires free Photo BURST app :

- 360 rotation

- tree folder selection

- t/nails

- swipe to next pic

- dbl tap circular zoom

Screenshots:
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Phot Spot                               ZGroup Mobile

Fun taking picture!

PhotoSpot gets you rich information about all pictures you take like:

- Date and Time

- Location / Address / Lat / Lon

-Weather at the moment you take the pictures

Screenshots:
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Plink Art V1.1.1                               ZGroup Mobile

Plink Art is an app for identifying, discovering and sharing art. Magically identifies art from just 
a photograph.

PlinkArt is shutting down on 1st September. We suggest our users try Google Goggles instead.

Screenshots:
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Private Media                               ZGroup Mobile

Selected in ADC 2 in the TOP 200! Worried about the privacy of your content on your phone?

Private Media is the key. This application allows users to password protect the files on their 
phone. Users can hide images, audio, video and other files. Simply select the files from the 
folder.

Screenshots:
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Resla Remote Control Pc                               ZGroup Mobile

Tesla is a PC media player remote control app for the Android platform. Designed for Linux 
distributions like Ubuntu, it interacts with the music and video players on your PC over a Wifi 
network.

Screenshots:
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Rhythmatics                               ZGroup Mobile

By 'Rhythmic', you can play many percussions like real instrument. (Shake, blow, hit, rub)

And extra package 'Toybox Rhythmic 1' has 9 percussions.

Extra packages with folk instruments or sound effects will be released soon.

Let's have fun at the party and karaoke and try to strange instruments.

Screenshots:
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Rhythm Guitar                               ZGroup Mobile

Plays like a real 6-string, 5-fret guitar. Strum and pick chords, make new chords, string them 
together to create songs, transpose songs to fit your vocal range. Great for songwriting, chord 
reference, learning radio hits, or even plugging into speakers and pedals.

Screenshots:
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